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- The Evolution of ISIS | The New York Times
- What's in A Name? ISIS or ISIL (AP)
- "A Look at the Dangers Posed by the Islamic State Group"
  - from The Choices Program ■ Watson Institute for International Studies, Brown University
- “How ISIS came to control large portions of Iraq and Syria” The New York Times
- A visual guide to the crisis in Iraq and Syria The New York Times
- How ISIS Lures Young Recruits, MSNBC
- On the Rise of ISIS Documentary film by PBS-Frontline
- Man Survives an ISIS Massacre- The New York Times
- "Monitoring the Situation" Worksheet, from The Choices Program at Brown University
- Some News Sources to Use for the "Monitoring the Situation" Worksheet
  - BBC- The Islamic State Conflict
  - AlJazeera-America
  - The New York Times- On ISIS
  - CNN International
  - Associated Press (AP)